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Abstract. In this paper we study the problem of finding the largest tree in a random graph. First 
of all, we estimate the size of the largest tree almost surely. Then we propose two approximate 
greedy algorithms. Both algorithms achieve a scktion whose value is one half of the valllc of 
the optimal solution, with high probability. 
1. Introduction 
The tneory of random graphs has been introduced by Erdijs and Renyi [5] with 
the aim of characterizing graph properties, when a particular probabilistic distribu- 
tion on the graphs is assumed. More recently (see for example [‘I, 2, 3, 7, 8, 91) 
their approach has been applied to sever4 graph problems studying both the 
probabilistic asymptotic behaviour of the optimal solution and the performance of 
the solution given by simple algorithms. 
The algorithmic aspect is particularly interesting when we consider NP-complete 
problems, for which it is very unlikely that an exact and fast (i.e. a polynomial 
time) algoGthm can exist; in this case the study of the solution given by simple 
heuristics becomes important. In particular it has been shown [l, 6,8] that, despite 
of its very simple structure, greedy algorithms tif:en give goq.)d or very good 
approximate results, with high probability, so partially explainink; why this type of 
algorithm has, for many inputs, a good performance. 
In this paper we consider the problem of finding the largest tre;: in a graph. First 
of all we evaluate the size of the largest induced tree in a random graph. Secondly, 
since this problem is NP-complete [6, 111, we are interested to study the perfot ~~~~ 
ante of simple approximate algorithms. 
More in detail in Section 2 we show that the cardinality of the largest tree, for 
a random graph of n nodes, is 2 log n/[log 1 /(l -IJ)] + o(log n ), almost surely, wlherc 
p is the probability that two arbitrary nodes are connected. In Section 3 we consider 
a simple greedy algorithm and we show that thle solution achieved by the algorithm 
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n/[log P /( 1 - p)] + &log n ), almost surely. Finally in Section 4 we consider an 
improved version of the greedy algorithm presented in Section 3, and we show 
that its behaviour is not substantially better than the preceding one. In fact we can 
cihow that the solution achieved by the improved algorithm is log n/Clog l/( 1 - p)] + 
slag 11 B, in probability. 
2. Ibe she crf the largest tree in a random graph 
In thi!; section we study the following problem: given an indirected graph G, 
is the size of the largest induced tree contained in G, i.e. the tree having the 
imum number of nodes? 
id in the introduction, the problem is known to be N&complete (see 
). Since we arc interested in a probabilistic analysis, first of a’11 we have; 
ify ohe stochastic model. We have chosen the constant density model, the’ 
i uwd in the literature. 
Q%v~n a graph C; - ( V, E) with 1 VI = II, we assume that every edge (i, j) (with i, 
c VI ha a fixed probability p (0 <p c d ) to occur, independently from the presence 
or ~j~~~nc~ of any other edges. 
the ~1cqucI WC will USC the following not&ion: 
61”,* t\ ;‘ random graph of 11 nodes, 
I 0 - L4 k the random variable that denotes the size of the largest tree of G,,, 
ul 
7 61 YC, the random variable that denotes the number of trees of G,, having k 
no&s* 
G F “a 1% the random variable that denotes the number of subgraphs of G,, having 
4 rtodc~e ;rnd tk -- 1 I edges. 
c f3c~rA-CarWL lemma Isee [4i it is s&Cent to prove that 
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Therefore it is sufficient to show that both the first and the second term of the last 
inequality are finite. 
Claim 1. 
00 
Ip( 
2 log n 
r zz<(l---E)--- COO. 
n=l lag 1/q ) 
Proof of Claim 1. Let us considv a node i and the set Ai of the adjacent nodes 
to i. If Bi is a maximum independ$nt set in the subgraph induced by Ai, then {i) u B, 
is a tree and hence z* n b 1 + IBil. The following lemma states a lower bound for the 
cardinality of Bi. 
Lemma 1. For every P > 0, 
P I 
2log(n -1) 
i a logl/q (1 - E) alrnost .WiWlv. 2 
Proof. Given P >O, let 12(n)=(l-P) 2 log(r2 - 1 )/iiog l/q, amc! iW 1 :y- 
(n -1)p(142). 
Since Pr( IBi I< h (IZ )) diminishes as IAi 1 increases we have 
Pril&l <h (12)) = Pr(lBiI <h (12) A IAil c I(/z ))I+ Pr(l 
s Pr(lAil< I(\z )) + Pr(lBi[ < h(~ 1 A 1 
Now we evaluate the two terms of the last inequality 
(a) By Chernoff’s inequality [l] we have 
Pr(lAi]<(n -l)p(l -F/2))<exp(-&z - 1,~/8). 
(b) In [7] it has been shown that, IND,,,, the size of the largest indcpcndcnt set 
in a random graph of m nodes, satisfies 
Pr IND,, < 
2 log m 
log l/q 
(l- F) < O(lII 3’2) for every F :4. 
Therefore, for 11 sufficiently large 
Pr(]Bi] <h(n) A IAil = 1(/z)) 
=Pr IBi]s 
( 
2 log02 - 1) 
log l/Y 
il--f)~~~4i~=(,l-llp(I-FIZ)) 
iPr IBi/~ ( 2 log[(n - 1,] --(l-e/2) log l/4 
+ 
2 log[p( 1 - c/2)] 
1% l/q 
(1--~/2)4A,l=h --l)p(l --~,iz); 
5:pr lB,l s 
2 log[(n - l)p(l Y/2)] 
log l/Y 
-(1 --F/~)AIA,]==(II - I,pll r/‘lh 
1 
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Frmm (a) and lb) we obtain 
~exp(-e*(n-l)pl‘S)+o(n 
-3/2 
) 
and, therefore, 
2log n-l) 
i Pr( ]&I<~- 1,-U-&I (00. 
n- 1 ) 
The icmma is proved applying the Bore!-Cantelii lemma. 
To complete the proof of Claim 1 it is sufficrent to observe that’{i’}uB; is a tree 
~hosc size is 1 + h in ) ared hence, for n sufficiently large and every F > 0 the optimal 
++~fution has size at least 
:; c~-c~R,~?&+-II(II)~l-- 
2 log(n - 1) 2logn 
log l/q 
(l-F)> ---(1 -F) 
log llq 
almtv4 wrcly. 
e F7 7‘f? I is the expected value of Tz. Now we evaluate Ei Tf: ). 
c’ probability that k nodes fo+-m a subgraph with k - 1 edges is 
t h c othcJ hand the prohahilir!. tha: k nodes with k -. 1 edges form a tree is, 
!3 
total number of trees with k nodes k” ’ - - -_------__- -I_-_- I. 
wd numhc: of graphs Gth k nodes and k - 1 cd&s 
z 
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Since there are (i) possibilities we have that 
‘tk -1)/2 k 1 
k-1 ’ ” 
(&if< 1\/2, tk 1) , kk 2 
*- 
k(k - 1)/2 
k-l 
k 1 
‘4 ak 
k -2 
-3 0 
k ’ k II 
.- 
‘k! 
l k 
k -2 
l qklk ‘? 
Y 
Let 
k(n)=2(1+F) 
log II 
log l/q’ 
P XI. 
Therefore, for n sufficiently large, we obtain 
(p/q)k”fI ’ ’ n 2fll t, \Ic>l.‘rf~lII~~~l c/b”I ‘f I 
Pr(zz 3 k(rr ))s _ ___-_- __ 
k (tf )! 
--_-- ___. . k (,, )k I” I ? 
This implies that 
32 
E pi r- 7 
$.,2logn _ 
II- I &” ‘log l/q 
(1 +F) 
) 
<cci. 
This provts Cia,im 2 and, hence, Theorem 1 I Cl 
Since Theorem 1 assures that the size of the largest tree, almost su:cly. is 
2 log /r/(log 1 /cf) + o(log H ), in the following section we will exploit the knowlcdglc 
of this size to evaluate the performance of an approximate algorithm. 
3. Probabilistic analysis of a greedy algorithm 
In this section we will consider the behaviour trf a simple greedy algorithm. 
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a ncxie i E X at random; 
tree then T := T u {i}; 
X :=X -(i) 
ad; 
10 em be easily proved that the a.guithm can be implemented in O(lEl) steps 
f E, sr-iit~g an=rdjaccncy lisat o store the graph. 
lowever the worst case bchaviour of the algorithm is not satisfactory. In fact 
ratio between the value of the optimal solution and the approximate one is 
I. For inst;tnct, let us consider the following graph: 
Fig. 1. 
9; the !argcst tree has size n. But if the algorithm chooses the vertices of G 
of o&r of Fig. I the tree given by the algorithm has size 2 (nodes 1, n ,). 
Frlom a probabilistic point of view, the occurrence of graphs like those of Fig. 1 
unlikely. In fact the probabilistic behaviaur of the algorithm on a random 
$34 W3mlcS interesting. 
dcfinc the following random variables 
iti, -~z min{tkr iafter the mtll iteration there is a tree with cardinality i), 
Pp ~ fi, * 1 - fi,, 
-a c b’ =m vaiuc of applv9ximatc solution achieved by Algorithm Al on a random 
graph of II nodes. 
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Hence 
Pr(pj = I) = (1 -cri)‘-l g Cuj, 
m - 1 1n 1 
Pr(JIj<m)= C (l-ai)‘-’ ‘cWj=cYj C (l-aj)’ 1 
I=1 I=1 
(1 - cyi)“*-l - 1 
= 
ai 
-” 
(1 Vi)-1 
By substituting cyi the lemma is proved. Cl 
Theorem 2. Let G, be a random graph of n nodes. The sequence of random uariabies 
(z,) satisfies 
]im f,,= 1 
‘l-02 log n log l/q 
almost surely. 
Proof. Analogously to Theorem 1, in order ta apply the Borel-Cantelli lemma it 
is sufficient to show that 
(I) f Pr 
( 
t&(1-F) logn <cxj 
tr -7 1 ) logl/q ’ 
:x2 
(2) C Pr ( t,, >(l +E) logn <a3 rl -7 1 ) logl/q . 
Claim 1. 
X 
zpC r z,<(l-F) low <c1o n =- 1 log l/q ) l 
Proof of Claim 1. We will use Lx ] ard lx’] to cilenote the greatest integer smaller 
or equal to x and the least integer gre;ter or equal toI A-, respectively. Let la (II ) = 
( 1 - P )log tz/( log 1 /q i, we have 
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Applying Lemma 2 we obtain for n sufficiently large 
Thk is sufkicnt to prove Claim I. 
f%czIof of chaim 2. Let kin ) = (1 + F )log n/(log l/4). 
Sk have by Lemma 2 
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An immediate consequence of Theorems I and 2 is the following 
Corollar~~ I.. Given a random graph G,, Algorithm Al fina’s a solution z,,, such that 
lim G = 2 
‘I+* z,, 
almost surely. 
The corollary shows that the greedy algorithm achieves a solution whose value 
is one half of the value of the optimal solution. Since the algorithm is very simple 
(at each step the choice of the new element to add to the tree is completely random) 
we consider its performance satisfactory. As $a further step we are interested to 
consider a more complex greedy strategy. 
4. Probabilistic analysis of an improved greedy algorithm 
The algorithm presented in Section 3 eliminates, at each step, not only the nodes 
which form a cycle with some nodes of T, but also the nodes which are not connected 
to T. This fact might be a limitation; in fact, the nodes not connected to the trtlc 
at a certain step, could be successively added to T. 
We propose a second algorithm that takes into account this possibility. Algorithm 
A2 is divided in phases; each phase is essentially similar to Algorithm Al. ‘I’hc 
only difference lies in the fact that all the nodes that are not connected to T arc 
stored in a set Y. This set becomes the input of the following phase. Ot! cr)urse this 
procedure is iterated until, during a phase, no node of Y is added to r: in Crct in 
this case either Y is empty or n,o other node of Y can be added to T. 
Formally we consider the following algorithm: 
Algorithm A2. 
input: G = ( V, E) 
T := fj; 
y:= V; 
repeat 
flag := true; 
x:= y; 
y := (4; 
while X( )a do 
begin 
choose a node i at random; 
X :=X -{i); 
if T LJ {i) is a tree then 
begin; 
T := TL:(i}; 
flag := false 
end; 
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ff {i) is not connected to T then 
Clearly at the end of the first phase of A2, T coincides with the solution given 
At on the same input. This implies that 2 the value of the solution given by 
, z, the value of the solution given by Al. 
many cases, of course, i is greater than t. For instance, A2 achieves the 
In an a chain, while in Section 3 it has been shown that this is not 
however it is easy to exhibit families of graphs, on which the ratio 
Let us consider the following graph: 
Fig. :!. 
ayczt tree has size rt -- 1. Hut, if Algorithm A2 chooses the vertices of G 
I’ u~~~~~r of Fig. 2. the tree given by A2 has size 3 (nodes 1, 2, 3). 
cxt theorem shows that, also from a probabilistic point of view, Algorithm 
Ives a $oCutian that is not substantially better than the solution given by AI. 
e the random variable that expresses the value of the solution given by 
BICC’~’ .!,. - .z,!. b>* f-heorcm 2 it is sufticient to prove that, for every F i0 
the cardinality of the set of nodes added to T during 
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The solution of Algorithm A2 is bounded as follows 
in s h,, + t2,n +y2Jl* 
Since fl,, is equal to the value of the solution given by Algorithm Al and the 
almost sure convergence implies the convergence in probability we have, from 
Theorem 2, that for every E >O 
lim Pr ( tl,,, >(l +E) __----- bv () n-00 log l/4 = ) ’ 
Hence it is suflicient to prove that 
Claim 1. 
lim Pr 
( 
fz,rl > 
E logn 
n--+m 
-)=O foreveryF XX 
log l/q 
lim Pr 
( 
E logn 
_v2.,* k------ 
) 
=0 foreveryF >O 
?I +ocj log I/q 
In order to prove Claims 1 and 2 we need a preliminary 
Lemma 3. 
Iim Pr 
PI -33 ( 
log t1 
yl,,? Xl +L‘) -.------ 
\ h-4 Il4 ) 
= 0 for cwry F b- 0. 
Proof, Let ~5. consider the first phase. During each iteration of the inner loop, 
when a tree of size j has been obtained, the probability that node I will be added 
to ‘I-’ is 4j. 
If j== 14/p] -t-l, ql,j*p *J-l. This means that after 6; iterations it begins to 
be more likely to add nodes to T than to Y. I-Ience it is reasonable that A?, the 
number of nodes added to Y after the 6,th iteration, is, with high probability, 1~~s 
than tl,,* s (I + E Slog n/(log I/4 ). In fact we have that 
=: r: c Pr(l nodes are addtzd to Y at ittmtions lr I, 112, 
I’ll.” tor cash sequence 
of indices ht....hr s.t. 
7. h,- /lz”.,‘h,- II 
L Pr(l nodes are added to 7” at iterations 111, Ir:,, 
for each sequence 
. * II,) 1 
* 11,) . 1 
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Theorem 2 the last term is asymptotically vanishing. So we have obtained th;tt, 
for each e 21) 
m 
~~~~ we prove that y l-n - A ',' ', the number of nodes added to Y in the first &&se 
~~~~~~ the &th iteration is, with high probability, o(tl,,). 
[log n I’/*. Since 8; a yl,, -A i' ', it is sufficient o analyze the prOb&iliQ 
c~[n 1. In fact we have 
~~~~j~~~ arf Claim 1. WC ~SSWTW that during the second phase of the algorii&, w 
a glt’t R of rmdes with iR I= r(tz I= (log n )“‘. During the f@]Igtiir\P 
cond phase, if a node j is added t’o T then j does not {~FRI $ 
cc of R. Therefore fvc have 
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Now we want to evaluate the cardinality s(n) of the set of nodes added to T 
after adding the first r (n ) nodes 
lim Pr(s(n) > (log ~2)~‘~) 
n-+oO 
s lim Pr(the jth node is added in less than y I,,, iterations for every j c: s (tt )) 
I! +oo 
s lim [Pr(the first node is added in less than )II,,* iterations)]“‘“’ 
n+al 
=,fLIf{l-[l-q r(nJ-l(q + r(n )p)]y~,,,}s(n) 
(since for x sufficiently small, (1 - x)” 2 1 - hx ) 
< lim (1 -[l -yl,nqr(“‘-l(q +~(n)P)lIs(“’ 
n-+oO 
= lim {y~,nqr”l)-*(q +r(12)p)}~(~’ = 0. 
II -Pm 
Since we have that t2,n s s(n) + r(n), the claim is proved. 
Claim 2. 
lim Pr 
( 
y2,,, > 
E logn 
n -+a7 log lltj > 
= 0 for every E > 0 
Proof of Claim 2. The proof follows the lines of the preceding Claim 1. We assume 
that during the second phase of the algorithm we have already added a set R’ Lbf 
nodes to Y with IR’I = r’(n) = (log n)“‘. During the following iterations we add a 
node j to Y if j is not connected to the nodes in T. 
Clearly 
Pr(j is not connected to 7’) 
=G Pr( j is not connected to R’) 
s Pr(j does not form a cycle with nodes in R ‘). 
Applying the same technique of the proof of Claim I it is possible ts sho,w that 
lim Pr(s’(n) :, (log 11 )I’;‘) = 0 
n-rot 
where s’(n) is the number of nodes that can be added to Y, after the first r’(11 :Inodes. 
Therefore also Claim 2 is proved, observing that y;?,,, cc’ r’(~z 1 =+.c’h ). This corn-- 
pletes the Troof of Theorem 3. TJ! 
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The behavisur of the greedy algorithms proposed for determining the largest 
tree is similar to the behaviour of other greedy algorithms proposed for the 
imum clique and the maximum independent set on a random graph. In fact, 
in these cases, the algorithms achieve an approximate solution, whose value 
of the value of the optimal solution [Z, 3,7]. 
Thi?p fact suggests the idea of formally characterizing a class of problems which 
me atgoritbmic properties on random graphs. A first step in this direction 
n done by Terada, but our problem does not fall in the proposed framework 
n the other hand the fact that Algorithm A2 has substantially the same 
viour of Algorithm Al, reveals that it would be remarkable to find greedy 
arithms with bcttcr probabilistic performance. 
c authors wish to thank Prof. B. Monien for havinlz proposed the problem, 
atrcl Prc>f. CL Ausiclla for many ht*lpful suggestions. 
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